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. First Semester M.C.J. Degree Examination, December 2008

CJ 104 : NEWS WRITING A|,iD EDITING

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 80

Instruction : Answer Question No. 7 and aruy other four questions,

What are the types of Headlines ? Explain with example.

"Editorial is the voice of the Newspaper" Critically analyze this statement with

examples. 1"5

3. Examine the importance of photography in newspaper. Briefly explain the modern

trends in photo journalism with suitable example. 15

4. Discuss the principles of page makeup in detail. Compare page makeup of any

two daily Newspapers.'' 15

5. What are the differences between News analysis and Editorial ? 15

6. Write short notes on any five of the following : 15

a) PTI

b) DTP

c) Freelancers

d) Widow

e) Scoop

D Source language and Target language

g) Column.
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7. a) Edit the copy in Annexure r and suggest a suitable headline.

Annexure I
@Body :

PAK-ISI

Pak may use LeT confessions to get clean chit for ISI

New York, Ian 7 eTD Pakistan appears to be building a case for absolving
ISI of any involvement in the Mumbai attacks, planning to use the confessions

from I-ashkar-e-Toiba militants to prove its argument that non-state actors
"operating on their own" were behind the terror strikes.

Pakistani authorities have obtained confessions from mernbers of LeT that

they were involved in the llovember 26 attacks, the New York Times reported

today, a day after a similar report appeared in the Wall Street Journal.

"After weeks of stonewalling, it also seerns clear that Pakistan may use its

investigation to make the case that the Mumbai attackers were not part of a
conspiracy carried out with the spy agency...ISl, but that the militants were

operating on their own and outside the control of government agents," the

Times report said.

The most talkative of the senior Lashkar leaders being interrogated is said to
be Zarrar Shah, a Pakistani official told the paper. American intelligence
officials say they believe that Shah, the group's communications chief, has

served as a conduit between the LeT and the ISI.

"These guys showed no remorse," said the Pakistani Official. "They were
bragging. They didn't need to be pushed, tortured or waterboarded" into
making their statements.

The confessions made no mention of any involvement by the Pakistani
government, said the official, who added, "They talk about people acting on
their own." (More) PII SDG AKJ SDG 01012203 DELHI.
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b) \Yrite a headline for Annexure II. 10

Annexure II
' @Body : National/Kashmir/Politics

NC-led Kashmir ministry likely to take oath Jan 5 (Lead)

New Delhi, Jan 1 (IAI\fS) The National Conference (NC)-led Jammu and

Kashmir coalition ministry is likely to be sworn in Jan 5, as agreement with

the Congress over the modalities of ministry formation was reached here

Thursday.

Leaders of the Congress and the NC - the alliance partners in the state, which

has been without an elected government since July - met in the national capital

to work out the details of the alliance.

"W'e reached an agreement for the goverxment formatioll," Colgress leader in

charge of Kashmir affairs Prithviraj Chavan told reporters after the meeting.

"Mechanism to review the function of the government, as and when found

important, will be worked out later," Chavan said.

Abdullah is set to lead the new government of the state - at 38 he will be

currently India's youngest chief minister - after the Congress high command

in New Delhi Tuesday agreed to extend its legislative support to the NC,

which is the single largest party in the assembly.

Mr. Chavan said the talks went on in a cordial atmosphere and asserted that

the two parties will fight the upcoming Lok Sabha elections together.

"We will write to the Lok Sabha Speaker and the Rajya Sabha Chairman to

include the NC in the Congress-led United Progressive Alliance (UPA),"

Abdullah said.

The Ir{C has three Lok Sabha members and one in the Rajya Sabha.

Before the meeting, Chavan said : "'We wish even the Peoples Democratic

Parry (PDP) to remain apartof the UPA. But in view of the alliance with the

NC, we need to examine various aspects."

--Indo-Asian News Service
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